
It’s time to drink!
Players that choose a card
 with a Drinking Symbol,

  

has to read the card aloud for everyone to 
perform the task that is on the card. Drink cards 

are not for points but to get you tipsy. 

The player that picks up a Drink Card can 
choose another card for a second turn.

Play as many rounds until you’re 
all Vote or Dared out!
The person with the most 
points at the end, WINS!

While playing the game, look out for the 
Golden Card for a chance to win a grand prize!

 

If a Voting Card is chosen from the deck, the 
“Vote Angel” 

reads the situation about themselves.
(Placing your name in the blank space)

  
Everyone votes Yes or No using their Yes and 
No Voting cards, (Including the Vote Angel). 
Try to match the Vote Angel’s answer.  
(Everyone’s cards face down) 

Whoever matches the Vote Angel’s 
answer will receive a 1-point card.
The Vote Angel is the only one who 

does not receive a point.

If a Dare card is chosen from the deck, the
 “Dare Devil” must perform the dare.

Dare cards are categorized into points of 
(1pt, 2pt & 3pt) depending on 
the intensity of the pepper.

If the Dare Devil does NOT want to perform 
the dathe dare, they do not receive any points. 
The person that is next has a chance to steal 

that dare or choose a new card.

If a player chooses a Dare Card with a
 purgatory symbol,

        

  

                                         
it means the dare involves another participant. 
The other participant involved, receives 
1 point for participating in the dare 

       

Point Card
Tally your own points using a 
paper and a pencil .   

Last person to put their 
middle finger to the 
sky, has to drink

The points  reflect the pepper that is on the 
Vote or Dare card in the bottom right hand corner.
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Place the Vote or Dare Deck 
in the middle of the table face down.  
(Make sure to shuffle the deck)

(make sure cards are shuffled)

One person will start by choosing
 from the Vote or Dare Deck. The person 
will unknowingly choose either a
 Vote card or a Dare card. 

All participants will receive one  
Yes and one No Voting Card.  

Draw a picture on a piece 
of paper and everyone 
has to try to guess what it is 

AGE:

21+ 3-8
TIME: PLAYERS

MINS
30-60

www.VoteorDareGame.com
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